Terms & Conditions and Privacy
© National Auto Glass Supplies (NAGS) - This web site is subject to a copyright clause, a disclaimer, and a personal data protection clause.

1. Copyright

1.1 Definition

NAGS means National Auto Glass Supplies (Australia) Pty Ltd and its related entities, trading as National Auto Glass Supplies, ABN 81 484 098 249, registered office is at 1A Jindalee Place, Riverwood, NSW 2210, Australia.

Material in this Legal Notice includes data, text, software and multimedia, such as images and video that might be made available or publicized through the NAGS web site.

1.2 The 'National Auto Glass Supplies' logo

NAGS, the NAGS logo, MYNAGS, and other NAGS trademarks, service marks, graphics, and logos used in connection with the NAGS Service are trademarks or registered trademarks of NAGS and/or NATIONAL AUTO GLASS SUPPLIES in the AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND and/or other countries. Other trademarks, service marks, graphics, and logos used in connection with the NAGS Service may be the trademarks of their respective owners. You are granted no right or license with respect to any of the aforesaid trademarks and any use of such trademarks.

2. Disclaimer

2.1 Scope of this web site

This web site is intended for informative purposes only regarding public access to its own activities as auto glass wholesalers.

2.2 NAGS logo trade mark

It is expressly disclosed that the trade mark used by National Auto Glass Supplies (Australia) Pty Ltd and by Mitchell International, Inc. a Delaware Corporation are similar in appearance. The companies are independent and not related. NAGS contains products and services that are supplied exclusively by National Auto Glass Supplies (Australia) Pty Ltd which must not be confused with catalogue or product lists published by Mitchell International, Inc a Delaware Corporation.

2.3 Accuracy of material

NAGS make best efforts to keep material on this web site up to date and accurate. This web site does not necessarily represent state-of-the-art and it is updated from time to time. If general errors, such as editorial errors are detected NAGS makes best efforts to correct them as appropriate. Documents published are as indicated, and sometimes they might not be in the final or formally accepted version. Inaccuracies in material published can be communicated to: admin@nags.com.au

2.4 Technical errors

In spite of NAGS's best efforts, sometimes technical errors might occur. NAGS does not warrant the error-free operation of material as appropriate that it publishes on this web site. NAGS accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever with regard to material accessed, operated on or downloaded through this web site.
2.5 Third party sources

Third party sources are quoted as appropriate. NAGS is not responsible for the content of the external sources including external web sites accessed through its own. Users are urged to receive notice of the terms and conditions as well as data protection policies of such third party web sites.

2.6 Links

This web site is linked to other web sites which are not under the control of and are not maintained by NAGS. NAGS is not responsible for the content of those sites. NAGS is providing these links to you only as an advertisement, convenience, and the inclusion of any link to such sites does not imply endorsement by NAGS of those sites. NAGS reserves the right to add or remove links to other web sites at its sole discretion.

2.7 Use of material

Neither NAGS nor any person acting on its behalf is responsible for the use that might be made of the information contained in this web site. NAGS assumes no responsibility with regard to the use of material available on this web site. Users act at their own risk when using material on this web site and they are hereby urged to take necessary precautions when evaluating the usefulness and applicability of this material for their intended purposes.

3. Privacy

Your privacy is important to us. To better protect your privacy, we provide this notice explaining our online information practices used at this NAGS site.

3.1 GATHERING PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAGS might gather some personal information specific to participating in marketing campaigns. The information requested may include contact and demographic information. Information you supply is voluntary and will relate to the relationship NAG has with you or your organization and will be only requested to the extent it is necessary to provide the services you have requested. NAGS may also log IP addresses and phone numbers to analyse trends, administer the site, track visitor movements, and gather broad demographic information for aggregate use; provided, that such use is for internal purposes of NAGS or its affiliates or partners only.

3.2 USING PERSONAL INFORMATION

If you do choose to give us personal information related to participating or not participating in marketing campaigns we will let you know how it will be used. For instance, we may use the data to make our services more relevant to you or to notify you of information and offers you may be interested in. You should be informed that when you sign-up or use any of our services we may use information about who you are, where and when you respond to NAGS promotions, where your wireless device is located, and how you use our network, or other information as described in this Policy.

3.3 SHARING PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAGS may share aggregated, non-personal, non-individual information collectively with its marketing partners for research purposes only. We will not share individual information regarding transactions or participation in promotional programs with any third party. We will not sell or disclose your personal information to third parties without your consent or as otherwise provided in this Policy.
3.4 COOKIES/CACHE

A cookie/Cache is a piece of data stored on the user's hard drive containing information about the user. Some of NAGS's web pages may use cookies or other technologies so that they can better serve you when you return to their site. Usage of a cookie is in no way linked to any personally identifiable information while on their site.

3.5 CONSENT

We reserve the right to disclose any and all pertinent customer information to law enforcement or other government officials, as we believe necessary or appropriate.

3.6 SECURITY

To help prevent unauthorized access or disclosure of visitors' information, maintain data accuracy, and to help with the appropriate use of the information, NAGS has put in place reasonable physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to protect the information we collect from the site and participation in our mobile promotions. These procedures are designed to provide:

- Security of our service (e.g. firewalls, anti-virus software, etc).
- Protection of subscriber data that we maintain.
- Protection from fraudulently benefiting from the participation in promotions and contests.
- Protection from receiving unwanted messages.

4. YOUR ACCEPTANCE

By using the NAGS website, you signify your understanding and acceptance of these Terms of Use and Privacy Statement. If we decide to change our term of use or privacy policy, we will post those changes on NAGS terms of use and privacy documentation so you are always aware of the terms of use, what information we collect, how we use it, and under which circumstances, if any, we disclose it. Your continued usage of the NAGS will be deemed acceptance thereof. If you have any questions about these terms and statement, please contact us via email at admin@nags.com.au or direct your mail to "Terms and Privacy, NAGS IT Department" at:

National Auto Glass Supplies
1A Jindalee Place, Riverwood, 2210 NSW.